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cast 
{WINTER-KATIE L19 

{ADAM-NOAH} L24 

{SAMANTHA-SARA} L17 

{DAISY-LEAH}             L01 
 
 
 
 
{INFO:}.  ALL UP EVEN THE CAT 
{SAMANTHA-SARA}. Are you going trick-or-treating this year? 
 
{WINTER-KATIE}.  Of course! 
 
{SAMANTHA-SARA}.   What are you going as, a princess perhaps, or a 
Bible character. 
 
{WINTER-KATIE}.  No way, I want to go as a witch and Daisy can be my 
cat. I EVEN GOT A BROOM.  
 
{BRIAN-NOAH}.   Well, I don’t think that’s a good idea! 
 
{WINTER-KATIE}.   Why not? 
 
{BRIAN-NOAH}.   Well, the Bible is very clear about this kind of stuff. 
 
{SAMANTHA-SARA}.  What do you mean Brian? 
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{BRIAN-NOAH}.  Well, first of all you know that Halloween is the devil’s 
holiday, right? 
 
{WINTER-KATIE}.  What do you mean by the devil’s holiday? 
 
{BRIAN-NOAH}.   Well, is definitely the devil’s holiday, dressed up as 
wicked evil people or beings. 
 
{SAMANTHA-SARA}.  We just think it’s fun to dress up right Winter? 
 
{WINTER-KATIE}.  Of course! 
 
{BRIAN-NOAH}.   Trick or treating is a fun thing to do but you can do it 
without paying tribute to the dark side. 
 
{WINTER-KATIE}.   What dark side? 
 
{BRIAN-NOAH}.   Why do you think it’s so fun to dress up as the devil 
himself? 
 
{SAMANTHA-SARA}.  We’re just trying to have fun. 
 
{BRIAN-NOAH}.  You can have fun without paying tribute to the devil. 
 
{WINTER-KATIE}.   How do you do that? 
 
{SAMANTHA-SARA}.  Yeah, how do you do that? 
 
{BRIAN-NOAH}.   Well, when you dress up as the dark side you open up 
yourselves to the dark side. And you definitely don’t want to do that. 
 
{WINTER-KATIE}.   You mean all that scary stuff is real? 
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{BRIAN-NOAH}.  Absolutely it’s real! The Bible warns us to stay away 
from these things.  I’m sure it hurts the heart of God that his people will 
dress up as these things. 
 
{SAMANTHA-SARA}.   I do remember something about bad angels. 
 
{WINTER-KATIE}.   Oh, you mean the fallen ones? 
 
{BRIAN-NOAH}.  Yes, it is all real and you should never open yourselves 
up to them. 
 
{WINTER-KATIE}.   How is dressing like a witch going to do that? 
 
{BRIAN-NOAH}.   That’s exactly what the Bible says NOT to do. 
 
{SAMANTHA-SARA}.   Well, what about a queen? Or a bumblebee even, 
or even something non-scary. 
 
{BRIAN-NOAH}.   In my opinion you shouldn’t celebrate Halloween at all. 
 
{SAMANTHA-SARA}.  Well, that doesn’t sound like fun. 
 
{BRIAN-NOAH}.   Look, all I’m saying is if you’re going to go trick-or-
treating then you should do it in a way that honors God and not inflames 
him and makes him angry.  I’m not sure that, that is even possible. 
 
{WINTER-KATIE}.  Well, I think it’s fun. 
 
{BRIAN-NOAH}.   All sin is fun, until it’s time to pay the piper. And you 
definitely don’t want to get too close to the devil. 
 
{SAMANTHA-SARA}.   Are you saying that we can get close to the devil by 
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what we wear for Halloween? 
 
{BRIAN-NOAH}.  Absolutely you can. Like playing with Ouija boards 
you’re playing with the bad things. 
 
{WINTER-KATIE}.   Well, we definitely don’t want to make God mad at 
us. Maybe I should change my mind and lose Daisy. 
 
{DAISY/PANDORA-LEAH}.  MEOW, MEOW, MEOW! 
 
{BRIAN-NOAH}.   No, you need to change your whole mind about what 
you’re wearing. Or dressing up as. 
 
{SAMANTHA-SARA}.   Well, I guess I could help you Winter and come up 
with a different costume. 
 
{WINTER-KATIE}.   Okay, I would like that. What do you have in mind? 
 
{SAMANTHA-SARA}.   I know how about a BIG PUMPKIN. 
 
{WINTER-KATIE}.  Oh, that does sound fun! 
 
{BRIAN-NOAH}.   Well, that’s certainly better than your first choice. Look, 
it’s very dangerous out there, you should never go without a parent or 
guardian. Things are not as safe as they used to be. A better alternative 
would be going to a trunk and treat at a church somewhere. It’s very 
dangerous to go trick-or-treating alone. 
 
{SAMANTHA-SARA}.   Well, I always go with my sister. 
 
{WINTER-KATIE}.   And I always go with my brother. 
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{BRIAN-NOAH}.  Well, unless your sister or brother is 20 years old that’s 
not good enough. You have to take safety precautions very seriously 
these days. 
 
Him {WINTER-KATIE}.   Can we go up to the house alone? 
 
{BRIAN-NOAH}.   Absolutely not. Never go to a house by yourself. And 
preferably not without an adult. It’s just too dangerous these days. 
 
{SAMANTHA-SARA}.   Why do fun things always have to be so 
complicated? 
 
{BRIAN-NOAH}.    It’s the time that we live. 
 
{SAMANTHA-SARA}.   I don’t even know what that means. 
 
{BRIAN-NOAH}.   It means that you have to be very careful about 
approaching a stranger’s door, especially without an adult present. In 
fact you should not approach a stranger’s door without an adult. 
 
{WINTER-KATIE}.   That just sounds like you’re trying to spoil our fun! 
 
{SAMANTHA-SARA}.   Yeah, what she said. 
 
{BRIAN-NOAH}.   It’s not about spoiling your fun. It’s about being safe, 
you want to be safe, don’t you? 
 
{WINTER-KATIE}.   Of course. 
 
{BRIAN-NOAH}.  That requires you to do the things that keep you safe. 
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{SAMANTHA-SARA}.   Well, we definitely want to be safe. Right Winter? 
 
{WINTER-KATIE}.   Absolutely,  . . . I think. 
 
{BRIAN-NOAH}.   The devil is real and is a roaring lion seeking who he 
may devour, and so are the fallen angels. Don’t invite bad things into 
your life by during the wrong things. You have to be careful. 
 
{SAMANTHA-SARA}.  WAIT A MINUTE! THERES SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
ABOUT YOU! 
 
{WINTER-KATIE}.  WHAT?  
 
{SAMANTHA-SARA}.  Well, did you change your complexion? 
 
{WINTER-KATIE}.  No? 
 
{SAMANTHA-SARA}.   Hummmm, did you get new clothes? 
 
{WINTER-KATIE}.  Once, in awhile when my mom thinks I need some. 
 
{SAMANTHA-SARA}.  Brian, what’s different about Winter? 
 
{BRIAN-NOAH}.   It looks like a new hair due. 
 
{SAMANTHA-SARA}.   Oh, my word Winter! I love your hair! 
 
{WINTER-KATIE}.  Thank you! Can you actually notice? 
 
{SAMANTHA-SARA}.  Oh, my word  . . . .You think? 
 
{INFO:}.  ALL GO DOWN 


